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Abstract 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sponsors technical cooperative agreements, also known as Lab-to Lab agreements, 
between its National Laboratories and similar institutions in the Newly Independent States (NIS) for the purpose of sharing 
some of the experience and expertise on nuclear export controls and nonproliferation of the former with their NIS 
counterparts so that, in turn, they can provide technical support to their respective governments in nonproliferation matters. 
In Kazakhstan, two separate technical cooperative agreements involving the Institute of Atomic Energy of the National 
Nuclear Center, Argonne National Laboratory, and Los Alamos National Laboratory were established in 1996. The tasks 
carried out during the first year of these technical cooperative agreements are described and the objectives and end products 
of the tasks are discussed. 

Introduction 

Export controls of nuclear and nuclear-related commodities and technologies are an important component of the 
multifaceted international effort to slow the spread of nuclear weapons. The development, implementation, administration, 
and enforcement of effective export control processes for nuclear nonproliferation require input from technical experts well- 
versed in nuclear and nuclear-related dual-use commodities and technologies. This is because of the highly technical nature 
of the nuclear technologies involved in the production of nuclear weapons. 

In the United States, DOE, which has the responsibility of developing policy for nuclear transfers and reviewing export 
licenses for nuclear and nuclear-related dual-use commodities and technologies, has obtained the requisite technical 
expertise from its National Laboratories, which have been the U.S. centers of development of both nuclear weapons and 
nuclear reactors for peaceful uses. As a result, the DOE National Laboratories have developed a long-standing and broad- 
based knowledge in nuclear nonproliferation matters in general and export control processes in particular. 

Because of its preeminent role in nuclear export controls, DOE is in a unique position to sponsor technical cooperative 
agreements on export controls between its National Laboratories and similar institutions in the NIS. The purpose of these 
agreements is to share some of the relevant expertise and experience of the DOE National Laboratories to their counterparts 
in the NIS, so that, in turn, they can provide the same technical support to their respective governments in nuclear export 
control matters. DOE sponsors these agreements as part of its activities in support of U.S. policy of providing assistance to 
the Newly Independent States (NIS) to promote nonproliferation objectives. 

In Kazakhstan, two separate technical cooperative agreements have been established between the Institute of Atomic Energy 
of the National Nuclear Center (IAE/NNC) and two DOE laboratories, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Although the agreements are with IAE/NNC, the Kazakhstan Atomic Energy 
Agency (KAEA) has participated in all phases of the technical cooperation. The U.S. and Kazakhstani partners involved in 
these agreements are well-suited for such an undertaking. The Los Alamos and Argonne National Laboratories have been 
pioneers in the nuclear technology field, the former on the development of nuclear weapons and the latter on the 
development of reactors for peaceful purposes. IAE/NNC is the hub of Kazakhstan's nuclear expertise and is part of the 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United 
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor 
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liabili- 
ty or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, appa- 
ratus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, piwes, or service by 
trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or 
any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessar- 
ily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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large nuclear complex in Kurchatov city which contains several nuclear facilities. Finally, KAEA is the Kazakhstan 
organization responsible under the current system for nuclear export licensing. 

The inception of the present cooperative agreements occurred in June 1995, when DOE sponsored a workshop on 
nonproliferation in Almaty for Kazakhstani government representatives and technical experts. Discussions on technical 
cooperation on nuclear export controls held during the workshop led to the establishment in April 1996 of formal technical 
cooperative agreements (also known as Lab-to-Lab programs) between ANL, LANL and IAENNC. 

Individual tasks carried out within the framework of these agreements are negotiated between IAENNC and either ANL or 
LANL. Funding for the tasks is provided by the Nuclear Transfer and Supplier Policy Division, of DOE’S Office of Arms 
Control and Nonproliferation. 

Technical Cooperation Tasks 

Successful completion of the individual tasks within the Lab-to-Lab arrangements provides not only information to 
IAEMNC and KAEA which will be used in later nuclear export activities in Kazakhstan, but also provides training to 
IAEMNC staff in nuclear export control processes and methodologies. Although tasks are carried out within the framework 
of two separate technical cooperative agreements with ANL and LANL, they constitute a well-coordinated series of 
activities which complement each other and address fundamental requirements of any effective export control system. 

The tasks specified for the first year of the technical cooperative agreements are listed as follows. A rationale for each task 
is also given, as is the end product, when applicable,. 

Task 1. Development of a plan for technical support of KAEA by IAE/NNC in export licensing and policy: 

The primary goal of the technical cooperative agreements is to promote the incorporation of the technical expertise 
into Kazakhstan’s nuclear export control processes. Task 1 required IAEMNC to develop a well-supported plan 
for use of their technical expertise in support of the export control system of Kazakhstan. To do so, IAENNC had 
to become familiar with the existing export control system in Kazakhstan because such familiarity is a prerequisite 
for a rational and realistic plan. A report containing a detailed description of the present export control system and 
providing suggestions on possible involvement of IAEMNC in export control licensing, technical appraisal of 
nuclear goods and technologies, training of government employees and experts in nonproliferation requirements, 
and development of computer databases for use in export licensing has been prepared by IAFdNNC. 

Task 2. Identification of technical expertise in IAE/NNC: 

This tasks calls for identification of two groups of technical experts. The first “core” group of experts consists of 
IAEMNC staff who will be expected to provide technical support on nuclear export controls on a regular basis. 
The second group of additional experts (not all from NNC) will be called upon to provide support on a less 
frequent, as needed, basis. This was done so that all possible fields of technical support are covered through an 
identified group of experts. 

The core group must become versed in proliferation issues, export control policies and procedures, and applicable 
control lists. The remaining experts will be called upon for their specific technical or industrial expertise but need 
not acquire in-depth specialized knowledge on proliferation and export control matters. They will ordinarily 
provide technical input through collaboration with core group members who possess such knowledge. 

Task 3. Compilation of nuclear commodities and technologies in Kazakhstan: 

The purpose of the task is to compile a list of Kazakhstani industries and institutions that produce and/or export 
nuclear and nuclear-related equipment, materials, and technologies and commodities listed in the NSG Trigger and 
Dual-use lists. Although this task has been completed, it constitutes the beginning of what is expected to be a 
continuing effort to enter similar information in a database to be used in future license reviews. This database will 



be incorporated into a computer system for export licensing linking KAEA and NNC, when such system becomes 
available. 

Task 4. Study on proliferation possibilities of Kazakhstani exports: 

The purpose of this task is to create a document that details proliferation possibilities of Kazakhstani exports to 
sensitize Kazakhstani technical experts to proliferation pathways in general and proliferation potential of 
Kazakhstani technologies and commodities in particular. Carrying out this task will provide training of IAE/NNC 
on the types of end-use and end-user analyses that technical experts are called upon to provide to the export control 
authorities. The first draft of this study has been completed and a final version is expected by the end of 1997. 

Task 5. Conceptual design of a computer-based licensing system for Kazakhstan: 

Rapid, complete, and reliable nuclear export licensing will require a computer system linking the licensing body 
(KAEA) with the organization which provides the bulk of the technical expertise (IAFYNNC), incorporating 
necessary databases, and automating certain aspects of the licensing review process. The goal of such a system 
would be to facilitate timely and reliable communication and technical review of export licenses between 
IAE/NNC and the KAEA. The purpose of this task is to develop a conceptual design of such a system including 
technical specifications and required functions and capabilities. As part of the task, IAE/NNC has also provided a 
description of resident expertise which can be used to implement such a computer system. 

Task 6. Seminars on Nuclear Export Controls 

Task 6 comprises three separate seminars, two covered by the IAENNC agreement with ANL and one covered 
under by the IAE/NNC - LANL agreement. The purpose of all three is to provide information on nuclear export 
controls in general and relevant processes and procedures in particular. What differs among the three seminars is 
the intended audience. 

The first of the three seminars was a IAE/NNC - LANL seminar conducted in Almaty in January 1997 titled 
“Export Controls and Nonproliferation”. The seminar focused on issues such as the nuclear industry in 
Kazakhstan, international nonproliferation, principles of nuclear export control, enforcement of export controls, 
and nuclear export licensing and was intended for Kazakhstani government officials and scientists. The scope of 
the task included the design, development, implementation, and evaluation of training materials and the delivery of 
the training materials at the seminar. The seminar proved to be especially successful in showing other relevant 
government bodies the relationship forged between the KAEA and the NNC/IAE, as well as in promoting the new 
concept of technical involvement in the licensing process. 

The first of the IAE/NNC - ANL seminars will be conducted in Kurchatov City in September 1997. It can best be 
described as a workshop because, in addition to the formal presentations, it provides a forum for exchange of 
information between U.S. and Kazakhstani technical experts on matters of export control processes and 
procedures. The workshop contains presentations predominantly by U.S. experts primary intended for the core 
group of IAE/NNC staff identified in task 2. Following this workshop and on the basis of material presented there, 
IAE/NNC will prepare a seminar of similar content but emphasizing the Kazakhstani perspective to be offered by 
IAE/NNC to the broader group of technical experts. 

All of the aforementioned tasks have been completed except for the IAE/NNC - ANL workshop and seminar which are 
scheduled for completion during the fall of 1997. Follow-on tasks to further enhance IAE/NNC capabilities on nuclear 
export controls and to implement some of IAE/NNC’s recommendations for incorporating its capabilities into the export 
control processes are currently under discussion. Final selection of new tasks and necessary arrangements to start work on 
them is expected to be complete in the fall of 1997. 

Conclusion 



In just one year, the technical cooperative agreements between U.S. DOE laboratories and IAENNE have resulted in a 
number of completed tasks which enhance IAE/NNC's ability to provide technical support to the export control system of 
Kazakhstan and promote nonproliferation objectives. This successful cooperative undertaking will continue with a number 
of new tasks currently under discussion. 
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